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Abstract
In the present paper, we consider the possibility of interaction between geoneutri-
nos and the geomagnetic field, by adopting an approach based on the Dirac’s equation
with a non-minimal coupling that accounts for the magnetic interaction of the mas-
sive neutrinos. In our approach, we see that the magnetic interaction is controlled
by a dimensionless parameter, f ≃ 10−1, and we estimate the mean value of this
interaction to be of the order of 10−14 MeV 2.
1 Introduction
Heat is the engine of the dynamics of the planet and its magnetic field, so that
it becomes impossible to split these two quantities [1] [2]. At present, Earth is
releasing heat from its surface at a rate of about 47 TW [3] [4]. The principal
contribution to the Earth loss are the secular cooling of the Earth and the decay
of long-lived radioactive isotopes of uranium, thorium and potassium.
The Bulk Silicate Earth (BSE) model establishes that the Earth’s chemical
composition must be the same as the one of meteorite chemical composition from
primordial cloud. The chondritic ratio, mTh/mU , is one of the main characteristic
of primordial cloud chemical composition and varies from 2.6 to 4.2 [5] [6]. BSE
model gives values of mass for U, Th and K such that mU = 0.81 × 1017 kg,
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mTh = 3.16× 1017 kg and mK = 0.49× 1021 kg. These amounts are distributed
only in the Crust and Upper Mantel, this is, the BSE establishes that U and Th
are not present in the core, although alternative hypothesis have been studied
[7] [8]. The main relevance of the chondritic ratio is that it is directly related to
the flux of electronic antineutrinos, or geoneutrinos, from beta-decay of long-lived
radioactive isotopes.
Geoneutrinos are detected via inverse beta-decay, ν¯e + p −→ e+ + n, with
an energy threshold of 1.806 MeV . The prompt scintillation light from e+ gives
a measure of the ν¯e-energy, Eν¯e ≃ Ep + E¯n + 0.8MeV , where Ep is the prompt
event energy including the positron kinetic and annihilation energies, and E¯ is the
average neutron recoil energy, σ (10KeV ) [9]. Actually, neutrinos are produced
only in electron capture of 40K. In contrast to the Sun, Earth shines essentially
in antineutrinos, ie, in geoneutrinos.
(Anti)neutrinos in the Standard Model (SM) do not have mass. As it is well-
known, a massless, chiral neutrino cannot have a nonzero magnetic (and electric)
dipole moment. However, beyond the SM, a massive Dirac or Majorana neu-
trino will, in general, exhibit magnetic moment [10]. Therefore, the geoneutrino
feels magnetic fields. Low [11] [12] has studied the interaction between particles
through non-minimal couplings, opening up the possibility of understanding an-
other kind of interaction, in this case, the spin of the neutrino with magnetic
fields.
The purpose of this work is to study the possibility of an interaction of the
massive geoneutrinos with the Geomagnetic field. For this purpose, we adopt a
model from theoretical physics that is a relativistic generalization of the conven-
tional spin-current, using non-minimal couplings. However, here, in our approach,
we shall focus the discussion on the non-relativistic limit and then we will adapt
our theoretical description for the case of geoneutrinos.
This work is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the formalism
and calculate the Lorentz force for geoneutrinos. In Section 3, we analyze the
propagation of geoneutrinos through the matter and we derive our approximat-
eve expressions for the interaction between geoneutrinos and Geomagnetic field.
Finally,our Final Considerations and Future Prospects are cast in Section 3.
2 Presentation of the Model
The interaction between the geoneutrinos and matter is described by the weak
nuclear force. geoneutrinos are electronic antineutrinos, hence, they are fermions
and their energy values are known. We are going to consider them as relativistic
particles that obey the Dirac equation for spin-1
2
relativistic particles. In this
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approach, we are taking neutrinos as massive particles. Here, we present, for the
sake of completeness, the Dirac’s equation for a Dirac or Majorana fermion with
non-minimal couplings in addition. However, for our practical purposes in this
paper, since we are concerned with neutrinos, we are going to finally set e = 0, and
focus on the parameters that govern the non-minimal couplings. Our investigation
is not committed with the neutrino being a Majorana or a Dirac particle. In view
of that, the covariant Dirac equation with non-minimal couplings is given by,
iγµ∂µψ −mψ − eAµγµψ − fZµγµγ5ψ + igZµνΣµνγ5ψ = 0. (1)
Through this paper, we shall to work in natural unitis (~ = c = 1). Wherever
necessary to recover the correct dimensions, we re-insert ~ and c in the right
places. The non-minimal couplings f and g are both nontrivial for either type of
neutrino, once the neutrino field is described by Grassman value spinors. From
the equation above, we get a Hamiltonian in which there appear new terms that
correspond to a non-minimal interactions,
Hψ = αi
[−i∂i − eAi − fZ iγ5]ψ +mβψ + eφψ
+fZ0γ5ψ + ga
iγiγ5ψ + 2cgb
iβγ5Σ
iψ. (2)
Before going on, it is necessary to set up some definitions for a better understand-
ing of the parameters of the system. The field Zµν , present in the Hamiltonian, is
a background field that can be split into SO (3) irreducible representations. We
define them as ~a such that ai, and ~b such that bk, thus:
ai = −∂tZi − ∂iZ0,
bk = ǫijk∂iZj . (3)
It is important to point out that~b plays the rôle of a kind of background magnetic
field that we decide to interpret as the geomagnetic field.
2.1 The Lorentz-like Force
We now consider the situation of geoneutrinos in presence of the background fields,
~a and ~b, that we shall relate to the wave geomagnetic field. After some algebraic
manipulation, we arrive at the Lorentz force in terms of the external fields for the
Hamiltonian of Eq(1),
Fi = fγ5
(
∂iZ0 − ∂tZ i
)− fΣj (∂jZ i − ∂jZ i)
+g∂ia
jγjγ5ψ − 2g∂ibjγj − 2ifmZ iγ5β
+4icgfZ ibjβΣj + 2igfZ iajγj, (4)
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where we do not see the conventional Lorentz force for the neutrinos chargeless
(we have set e = 0 in our Dirac’s equation). On the other hand, we can see that
there appears in the Lorentz force a new kind of interaction associated to the
non-minimal couplings with the background fields ~a and ~b. Here, the Σi’s are
the well-known spin matrices which appear in a covariant Dirac’s equation as the
spatial components of Σµν = i
4
[γµ, γν].
Since we are concerned with antineutrinos from beta-decay inside the Earth, we
have to neglect all the terms in the Lorentz-like force related to the charge, and
further on we shall focus on the terms that describe the interaction between the
background magnetic field, that we are interpreting as a geomagnetic field, and
the geoneutrinos, i.e., all the other terms are considered zero,
Fi = cfγ5
(
∂iZ0 −
1
c
∂tZ
i
)
− cfΣj (∂jZ i − ∂jZ i) .
The second term cfΣi
(
∂iZ
j − ∂jZ i
)
, describes the interaction between the spin
of the geoneutrino and the background magnetic field, ~b.
Our next step is to work out its value, for this purpose, we shall calculate the
mean value of the term
cf
〈
Σibi
〉
. (5)
There are many problems related to calculating the mean value of the Eq.(5).
One of them is to know the value of the coupling constant f . Another important
problem is to find out the most convenient wave function to describe geoneutrinos
in this approach.
2.2 Experimental data and estimation of parameters
The wave function for a relativistic neutrino of mass m and momentum ~p through
vacuum can be written as [13]
ν (t)vacuum = ψ0e
−it
(
m2
2p
)
; (6)
however, when the geoneutrios propagate through matter, there is a change in the
phase that affects even its oscillation. In the approximation ∆m231 ∼ ∆m232 >>
∆m221, the survival probability Pee for a electronic antineutrino in the vacuum is
given by [13]:
Pee = sin
4 θ13 + cos
4 θ13
[
1− sin2 2θ12 sin2
(
1.267∆m221L
4E
)]
, (7)
where θ is the angle between the mass eigenstates and the weak eigenstates and
∆m2 is the difference of the squared mass eigenvalues. This equation is valid
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in the 2-flavor approximation. Taking that the diameter of the Earth is about
13000 km, for antineutrinos with energy ∼ 3 MeV , the oscillation length,
L0 ∼ πc~
4E
∆m221
, (8)
is of the order of ∼ 100 km, which is very small compared to Earth’s diameter,
and the effect of the neutrino oscillation to the total neutrino flux is well-averaged,
given an overall survival probability of Pee ∼ 0.54 [14] [15].
Matter is composed by quarks and electrons. The electron neutrino has a
especial behavior; it interacts with the electron via the exchange of the charged
boson W+. Neutrino-neutrino interactions constitute neutral currents and only
take place with Z0-exchange. The fact that electronic neutrino interacts in a dif-
ferent form has important consequences; one of them is that it feels a potential
due to electrons and nucleons. Thus, the time-dependent Hamiltonian for a neu-
trino propagating through matter gets an extra term that modifies its phase and
its related wave function as below:
ν (t)matter = ψ0e
−it
(
m2
2p
+
√
2GFNe
)
, (9)
where GF is the Fermi constant, Ne = ρN0ZA ,
Z
A
is the average charge to mass
ratio of the electrically neutral matter and N0 is the Avogadro number [13]. Since
the electron density in the Earth is not constant and it shows moreover drastic
changes in correspondence with boundaries of different Earth’s layers, the behav-
ior of the survival probability is not trivial and the equations have to be solved
by numerical tracing. It has been set in [16] [17] that this so-called matter ef-
fect contribution to the average survival probability corresponds to an increase of
about 2% and the spectral distorsion is below 1%. Thus, the effect of the flavor
oscillation on the total flux of geoneutrinos during propagation is ∼ 0.55 with a
very small spectral distortion, completely negligible for the precision of the cur-
rent geoneutrino experiments.
Notwithstanding the description above, we are interested in setting up a sce-
nario that includes the geomagnetic field. We are going to assume that the mag-
netic field is much smaller than m2p/c, where mp is the proton mass, with typical
values ≃ 10−13 MeV 2, that is, the mean value of the geomagnetic field at Rio de
Janeiro, Brazil, for example. As it has been mentioned above, we wish to point
out the rôle of the geomagnetic field and its interaction through non-minimal
coupling with antineutrinos from the inverse beta-decay. For this purpose, we are
going to use the formalism developed in [18].
There is an important reason to adopt this approach: when we analyze the energy
spectrum, we can immediately see that the typical values of the geomagnetic field
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are very tiny, so that it is reasonable to consider that the effect of the geomagnetic
field on geoneutrinos is perturbative,
E2 = m2 + p2z + 2neB
z, (10)
with m the electron mass, and pz the electron momentum in the z−direction
and Bz ∼ 10−13MeV 2 stands for magnetic field, as presented in [18]. In this
approach, the magnetic field is considered along the z- direction. The maximum
value of the parameter n is
nmax = int
{
1
2eB
(
[(mn −mp) + Eν¯]2 −m2
)}
≃ 3× 1016, (11)
where mp is the proton mass, mn is the neutron mass, Eν¯ is the energy of the
antineutrino. Since n can take many values, we are going to consider, in this
work, only the maximum value, since in some cases the minimum value is zero.
Thus, the electron moment in the z-direction is [18],
pz =
√
[(Mn −Mp) + Eν¯]2 −m2 − 2neB. (12)
Replacing the values in the equation Eq.(12) above, we obtain pz ≃ 11.277MeV .
Now, we can calculate, from Eq.(10), the energy value Emax ≃ 15.9637MeV . We
calculate the currents Ji and we get the analytic form given below:
Jx = 0
Jy = 0
Jz =
2 (eBz)
3
2
En +m
pz,
with Jz max ≃ 2×10−22MeV . Finally, we have calculated a set of parameters that
will help us to calculate the mean value for geomagnetic field. In this formalism,
the analytic expression for the mean value of the geomagnetic field projection is,
f < ΣxBx >x = 0
f < ΣyBy >y = 0
f < ΣzBz >z = fB
z
[
1 +
1
(En +m)
2
p2z −
2neBz
(En +m)
2
]
. (13)
Replacing the values in the expression above, we obtain for the mean value the
maximum and minimum values, namely:
f < ΣzBz >z max = 4.55921× 10−14 MeV 2,
f < ΣzBz >z min = 1.26148× 10−14 MeV 2; (14)
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hence, in the spirit of the perturbative approach, we estimate the value of the
parameter to be f ≃ 10−1.
There are three classes of bulk silicate earth (BSE) models: the cosmochemical,
geochemical and geodynamical [19]. These models provide estimations for the
global geoneutrino signal from the crust and mantle for 238U and 232Th. The
maximal value of the signal in the above description is 35 TNU . We follow
Fiorentini [20] and estimate the signal in this approach arrive to ST ≃ 0.66 ×
1048 TNU that is a unreal value for the signal.
3 Final Considerations and Future Prospects
A formulation based on non-minimal couplings allows us to explore the possibility
of an interaction between geoneutrinos and the geomagnetic field. Attempts to
understand how neutrinos interacts in Nature are pursued in [21] [22] [23] [24]. We
investigate one face of the problem: their possible interaction with the geomag-
netic field. In this context, we take an approach that highlights this aspect, and
we place the interaction with the matter in a second plane, once it is related to
oscillation length. But, immediately, there arise a question: is it possible that the
combined action of the matter and the geomagnetic field has a more important
rôle in the description of this problem? It is known now a days, that only oscilla-
tions between two families is considered in geoneutrinos; this is the same scenario
when we consider the effects of the matter and the geomagnetic field together,
even with a low value of the geomagnetic field. This is, the consideration about
the two families still kept allow us to go deeper in this issue?
In the scenario that we have proposed, we can see that the interaction is
supported by a coupling parameter estimated to be of order f ≃ 10−1, and we
conclude that the mean value of the magnetic interaction is ∼ 10−22 MeV 2, a
very small value. It is clear that, for to study this kind of interaction, in this
approach, we have to consider the possibility of obtaining an enhanced flux of
geoneutrinos in zones where the magnetic field is more intense, ie, the geomag-
netic poles. Possibly, a phenomenon like this would have been detected already
by the neutrinos detectors; but this is not happening.
Measurement of geoneutrino obtained from 1353 days at Laboratory Nazionali
del Gran Sasso (LNGS), in Italia, reports a signal of 38.8± 12.0 TNU with just
a 6× 10−6 probability for a null geoneutrino measurement [25]. Different analy-
ses using cosmochemical, geochemical and geodynamical approach seem to agree
with the above value in the context of the BSE model. This model is based on
the supposition of the a chondritic Earth, we could ask us is this measurement
support only the consideration of a chondritic Earth with a ratio mTh/mU ∼ 4
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[26] [27] [28]. We obtain a value for the signal of the geoneutrinos very high, an
unrealistic value. We interpret that the overestimation of the geoneutrino signal
value is due to the fact that the model only uses the geomagnetic field value for
the calculus of the current and the flux of the geoneutrinos and not use any other
geophysical parameter.
It is an issue to be pursued is to consider the specific case of massive Majo-
rana neutrinos, the family oscillations and the magnetism (actually, the magnetic
dipole moment) of massive neutrinos. It would be interesting, as a follow-up of
this paper, to discuss those matters in a geomagnetism scenario. These are open
problems that might be the object of future investigations.
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